We present observations that provide the strongest evidence yet that discrete whistler mode chorus packets cause relativistic electron microbursts. On 20 January 2016 near 1944 UT the low Earth orbiting CubeSat Focused Investigations of Relativistic Electron Bursts: Intensity, Range, and Dynamics (FIREBIRD II) observed energetic microbursts (near L = 5.6 and MLT = 10.5) from its lower limit of 220 keV, to 1 MeV. In the outer radiation belt and magnetically conjugate, Van Allen Probe A observed rising-tone, lower band chorus waves with durations and cadences similar to the microbursts. No other waves were observed. This is the first time that chorus and microbursts have been simultaneously observed with a separation smaller than a chorus packet. A majority of the microbursts do not have the energy dispersion expected for trapped electrons bouncing between mirror points. This confirms that the electrons are rapidly (nonlinearly) scattered into the loss cone by a coherent interaction with the large amplitude (up to ∼900 pT) chorus. Comparison of observed time-averaged microburst flux and estimated total electron drift shell content at L = 5.6 indicate that microbursts may represent a significant source of energetic electron loss in the outer radiation belt.
Introduction
Microbursts (Anderson & Milton, 1964) are localized, subsecond electron precipitation events thought to constitute a major loss mechanism in the radiation belts during storm main and early recovery phases Lorentzen, Looper, et al., 2001; Millan and Thorne, 2007; O'Brien et al., 2004; Thorne et al., 2005; Tsurutani et al., 2013) . Their impulsive nature implies that they were abruptly scattered by violation of the first adiabatic invariant. The most likely candidate is whistler mode chorus (Nakamura et al., 2000) , which shows a general spatial correspondence with microbursts Lorentzen, Looper, et al., 2001 ) and can have similar temporal characteristics (Oliven and Gurnett, 1968; Rosenberg et al., 1971 Rosenberg et al., , 1981 .
The microburst energy spectrum extends from a few keV to MeV energies. Details of this spectrum at >100 keV remain uncertain due to a lack of energy-resolved measurements. SAMPEX (Solar Anomalous and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer) observations from >150 keV and >1 MeV channels occasionally showed similarities 10.1002/2017GL075001 but often suggested two overlapping but distinct microburst populations (Blake et al., 1996) . Chorus waves near the magnetic equator and at higher latitudes are thought to scatter electrons over this entire energy range into the bounce loss cone (Horne & Thorne, 2003; Kennel & Petscheck, 1966) . To understand how microbursts are created, it is necessary to explore the detailed relationship between the microburst spectrum and observed chorus waves. Unfortunately, the required coordinated measurements-waves at their equatorial source and electrons at low altitudes-are very difficult to obtain due to the short duration of magnetic conjunctions dictated by the orbital dynamics of equatorial and low Earth orbit satellites, combined with the small transverse (to the magnetic field) scale of microbursts, observed to be less than a few tens of kilometers at low altitudes (Blake et al., 1996; Crew et al., 2016; Dietrich et al., 2010) .
The closest previous conjunction study, with simultaneous chorus and microbursts observed near the same magnetic field line, was Kersten et al. (2011) , who compared SAMPEX >1 MeV channel observations to Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) and Wind spacecraft wave observations. Wave data were limited to a handful of short-duration waveform bursts which showed the presence of large amplitude whistler mode waves in the general vicinity (as close as 1.5 h MLT) of the microbursts. The lack of close conjunctions combined with poor energy resolution on previous missions has severely restricted the ability to evaluate a detailed connection between chorus and energetic microbursts.
In this study we present the closest ever conjunction with simultaneous chorus and microbursts, enabled by combining the high time and energy resolution microburst measurements of the twin CubeSat mission FIREBIRD II (Focused Investigations of Relativistic Electron Bursts: Intensity, Range, and Dynamics, Klumpar, 2015; Spence et al., 2012) , with direct observations of the chorus source on the Van Allen Probes (Mauk et al., 2013) . Our observations establish a direct relationship between chorus and electron microbursts from subrelativistic (∼200 keV) to relativistic (∼1 MeV) energies.
Conjunction and Observations
The conjunction occurs during a Northern Hemisphere pass of FIREBIRD II, flight unit 4 (hereafter referred to as simply FIREBIRD) near 1944 UT on 20 January 2016, on field lines mapping to the outer radiation belt. During this time, FIREBIRD, in a 632 km by 433 km, nearly polar Sun-synchronous orbit, crosses magnetic field lines immersed in a chorus active region, observed on Van Allen Probes A and B (L ∼ 5.6) to extend from at least MLT = 9.9-10.8. The magnetosphere is in the early recovery phase of a magnetic storm (minimum Dst of −100 nT at 1730 UT) with sustained substorm activity (AE > 500 nT after 0800 UT). (Figure 1a) are from the 0.8-1.6 kHz bin of the Electric Fields and Waves (EFW) (Wygant et al., 2013) peak counter instrument, and represent the maximum value observed at 8 times per second roughly perpendicular to the background magnetic field. Amplitudes are moderate to large, often exceeding 300 pT. However, this is likely an underestimate due to a strong frequency dependence of the instrument channel response near 1 kHz combined with the coarse frequency resolution of the peak detector. Actual amplitudes are likely 2-3 times larger, up to 900 pT. This is corroborated by burst waveform measurements at times surrounding the conjunction (not shown).
The microburst energy spectrum is observed to monotonically decrease from 220 to 985 keV, nearly the entire FIREBIRD energy detector range. Figure 1b plots flux in the lowest energy channel, 220-283 keV. Two similarities are readily apparent for the spiky chorus and microbursts: both have comparable duration (<1 s, typically), and both occur with roughly similar cadences. Considering the range of durations and cadences of chorus and microbursts observed in past studies, the similarities between Figures 1a and 1b immediately suggest a direct association.
To quantify the closeness of conjunction, we compare (Figures 1c and 1d ) the equatorially mapped MLT and L value of FIREBIRD and Probe A with three dayside-applicable Tsyganenko models, T89, T01, and T05 (e.g., Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005) . All three models give nearly the same MLT and L for Probe A but show a larger possible range for FIREBIRD, primarily due to uncertainty introduced by the mapping of these values from 500 km to the magnetic equator. The unions of the model MLT and L separations at the magnetic equator are also plotted in Figures 1c and 1d .
During times of conjugacy in L (1943:20-43 UT) the equatorial MLT separation is as little as ΔMLT = 0.03 h-equivalent to 280 km at L = 5.6. This is nearly 2 orders of magnitude better than any previous study. The absolute value of the transverse (cross-field) separation at the 500 km altitude of FIREBIRD is plotted in Figure 1e and is as low as 60 km. This small separation means that both satellites are contained within a larger flux tube defined by a single chorus wave packet, which has a typical transverse size of ∼100-800 km at the equator at L = 4-6 in different case studies (Agapitov et al., 2011 (Agapitov et al., , 2017 Santolík & Gurnett, 2003; Santolík et al., 2004) . These are the first published observations of simultaneous chorus and microbursts with a separation smaller than a chorus packet.
Properties of Larger Chorus and Microburst Active Region
The chorus waves in Figure 1a are part of a larger chorus active region at L = 5.6, observed from 1900 to 2010 UT as Probes A and B traversed MLTs from 9.9 to 10.8. Figures 2a and 2b plot EFW peak counter electric and magnetic field amplitudes in the 0.8-1.6 kHz bin showing this extended chorus activity. Electric field amplitudes are relatively small, typically <5 mV/m, and magnetic field amplitudes (which control pitch angle scattering rates) often exceed 300 pT. As previously discussed, these amplitudes likely underestimate the actual amplitudes by 2-3 times.
The power spectral density in Figure 2c shows that the peak counter amplitudes in Figures 1a and 1b are measuring only lower band chorus, from 0.1f ce⋅eq < f < 0.5f ce⋅eq , where f ce⋅eq is the equatorial electron cyclotron frequency. These waves dominate the spectrum. Also seen are weak and featureless upper band chorus at >0.5f ce⋅eq , and low amplitude, broadband noise at <50 Hz (Figure 2c ). Not shown, EMFISIS (Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science, Kletzing et al., 2013) HFR electric field spectral density shows a band of power near 25 kHz, 5-6 orders of magnitude weaker than the lower band chorus. This is a clear indication that no other significant waves are present and that the lower band chorus waves are creating the microbursts. Figure 2d shows the spectral wave normal angle, defined as the angle the wave vector makes with the background magnetic field. Values are determined from a singular value decomposition analysis of EMFISIS on board spectral matrices. The chorus is primarily field aligned, with wave normal angles generally <30 ∘ , but occasionally reaching more oblique angles in weaker parts of the elements, consistent with previous results of Santolík et al. (2014) . Not shown, wave azimuthal angles mostly point away from Earth (meridional plane), consistent with typical chorus observations (Taubenschuss et al., 2016) .
The EMFISIS spectra from Figures 2c and 2d represent 0.5 s averages every 6 s and thus are not resolving fine details of the chorus. Fortunately, 24 s of higher cadence spectral data from EMFISIS burst data are available ∼2 min prior to the conjunction. These reveal (Figures 2e and 2f ) that the lower band chorus waves are distinct elements rising in frequency at ∼3.5 kHz/s, while the upper band chorus (not shown) waves are weak and featureless. Wave normal angles are primarily <30 ∘ , consistent with the averaged spectra in Figure 2d . Though the bursts only show 24 s of the larger chorus active region, their consistency with the survey data in Figures 2c  and 2d suggests that the conjunction observations are a small glimpse into a much larger interaction region filled with field-aligned, rising tone lower band chorus which may scatter electrons into the loss cone creating microbursts.
Resonance Location and Mechanism
Chorus is known to have resonance with energetic electrons, leading to pitch angle scattering or energization, when the following condition is satisfied: n ce ∕ = − k || V || , where n is an integer multiple of the angular cyclotron frequency ce and relativistic correction factor , giving the resonance for a wave of angular frequency . The last term represents a Doppler shift due to the relative motion along the background magnetic field of the wave phase velocity (v ph = ∕k || ) and electron-parallel velocity V || . For a given set of wave-particle characteristics, the resonance energy increases with harmonic number and magnetic field strength.
Near or within the chorus active region at the magnetic equator only higher order resonances (|n| > 1) satisfy the resonance condition for 220-985 keV electrons. However, these require significantly oblique chorus, not relatively field-aligned chorus like we observe. Field line convergence at higher latitudes quickly increases the resonance energy along a given field line. At >50 ∘ magnetic latitude waves can be Landau resonant (n = 0) with 220-985 keV electrons. However, the efficiency of this resonance is extremely low at these high latitudes (Artemyev et al., 2012) , and ray tracing simulations show that chorus with source wave vectors pointing in the anti-Earthward direction (as observed) are likely to be strongly damped at >50 ∘ (Bortnik, Thorne, Meredith, et al., 2008) . The most likely explanation for the creation of the microbursts is prompt electron scattering into the bounce loss cone via first-order cyclotron resonance (n = ±1) at ∼20-30 ∘ MLAT (e.g., Horne and Thorne, 2003; ).
The high-energy resolution of the FIREBIRD detector allows further constraints to be placed on the scattering mechanism. Figure 3a shows a 15 s subset of the FIREBIRD observations from Figure 1b for the entire FIREBIRD energy range. A number of distinct microbursts are observed, often with several smaller microbursts repeated at a regular cadence. Scattering clearly occurs over nearly the entire observable FIREBIRD energy range of 220-985 keV. This indicates that a single scattering interaction by the lower band chorus is able to create microbursts from subrelativistic to relativistic energies. Since the transverse scale size of microbursts has been shown to be very small, this entire range of energies must be scattered along a single magnetic field line.
In addition, few of the individual microbursts show any clear dispersion, which at the altitude of FIREBIRD would be due to a combination of wave propagation from source to scattering location, combined with the time it takes the scattered electrons to reach FIREBIRD. Trapped or drift loss cone electrons would display an obvious dispersive signature that grows with each bounce between mirror points, with the 220 keV electrons progressively delayed relative to the 985 keV electrons by roughly 300 ms per bounce. No such dispersed signals are observed, suggesting that the microbursts have been scattered into the bounce loss cone (e.g., Lampton, 1967) where they are subsequently lost upon the first encounter with the atmosphere. The FIREBIRD spectrum has a similar slope as the MagEIS spectra at 24.5 ∘ , 40.9 ∘ , and 57.3 ∘ but may be harder than the 8.2 ∘ and 24.5 ∘ spectra (though the energy range of this comparison is limited). Note that although the actual scattering occurs at higher latitudes, the spectral characteristics presented here from MagEIS equatorial observations are latitude invariant along a field line.
This requires a strong scattering process, in contrast to a slow diffusion of electrons toward the bounce loss cone. SAMPEX observations of microburst bounce loss cone filling by Blake et al. (1996) also indicate strong scattering.
Two possible processes for strong electron scattering, perhaps occurring simultaneously, are coherent resonance with small to large amplitude chorus and nonlinear interaction with large amplitude chorus. Coherent interaction can occur because the observed chorus in this study (Figure 2e ) are relatively narrow band at any given moment. Lakhina et al. (2010) and Bellan (2013) have shown that even a short-duration interaction (∼10 ms) of energetic electrons and coherent whistler mode wave packets of moderate amplitude can lead to significant pitch angle scattering. These theories provide a plausible explanation for some nonrelativistic microbursts but may be less efficient at higher magnetic latitudes where chorus waves are less coherent unless they have been strongly guided by localized field-aligned density enhancements (Tsurutani et al., 2011) . Probe A spectral measurements indicate that chorus lower band magnetic field power from 1900 to 2020 UT tends to increase during 5-10 min period enhancements (∼10%) of the plasma density, as measured from EFW antenna potential. It is unclear whether these enhancements help guide the propagation of the chorus to higher magnetic latitudes (e.g., Woodroffe and Streltsov, 2014) or just enhance their growth rate (Li et al., 2011) .
Strong nonlinear scattering is known to occur with large amplitude whistler mode waves (Albert, 2002; Cattell et al., 2008 Cattell et al., , 2012 Tao et al., 2012) . Inferred chorus amplitudes are up to ∼900 pT and ∼15 mV/m. At higher latitudes, where the scattering occurs, these waves can cause abrupt electron scattering and energization (e.g., Bortnik, Thorne, Inan, et al., 2008) , providing a plausible explanation for the observed microbursts.
Timescale for Outer Radiation Belt Electron Depletion
We now investigate whether these microbursts can be a significant source of outer radiation belt electron loss by comparing conjunction flux observations from FIREBIRD and Probe A MagEIS (Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer, Blake et al., 2013) .
The average microburst flux (from 220 to 283 keV) is determined by fitting Gaussian profiles to the 25 largest microbursts shown in Figure 1b . These have an average duty cycle of 0.235 s per microburst, and (background subtracted) flux of 69 electrons (cm 2 s sr keV) −1 . Multiplying these quantities by the microburst occurrence frequency, estimated to be 0.36 microbursts per second, the time-averaged microburst flux during the conjunction is 5.8 electrons (cm 2 s sr keV) −1 . The content of a single flux tube is determined by fitting MagEIS pitch angle distributions (206-247 keV) with a sin n function and then integrating over all pitch angles. We find an average flux of ∼20,000 electrons (cm 2 s sr keV) −1 during the conjunction. The time-averaged microburst flux would deplete this flux tube in ∼160 min. By assuming that this microburst flux extends throughout a wider precipitation region, the time to deplete an entire drift shell is then 160 min divided by the fractional MLT coverage of the microbursts.
Past observations indicate this extent is likely to be at least a few hours in MLT during a storm main or early recovery phase. For example, a spatially extended (L = 5-10, MLT = 9-13), long-duration (9 h), microburst region was reported by Anderson et al. (2017) from Balloon Array for Radiation belt Relativistic Electron Losses (Millan et al., 2013) and AeroCube 6 measurements. Using Van Allen Probes observations around the time of the conjunction, we find that the MLT extent plausibly ranges from ∼1 h, the size of the local region containing chorus with similar properties (Figure 2) , to 5 h, the extent over which chorus is observed throughout the dayside outer belt. Associated loss timescales then range from more than 60 h for a ΔMLT=1 h precipitation region, to ∼10 h for a ΔMLT=5 h precipitation region. The shorter timescale is comparable to the duration of a single storm, or the duration of the active microburst region from Anderson et al. (2017) . We therefore conclude that the observed time-averaged microburst flux would be a major source of ∼220 keV electron loss from the outer radiation belt, provided the extent and duration of the precipitation region is consistent with past observations. Similar loss timescales also apply to higher energies, possibly up to 1 MeV, as shown by the comparison of MagEIS and FIREBIRD energy spectra in Figure 3b . The microburst spectrum is always observed below the MagEIS spectrum near the loss cone, and their relative difference decreases with energy due to a slightly harder microburst spectrum, meaning that loss timescales may even be shorter at higher energies. These conjunction results indicate that this time-averaged microburst flux would be a significant contributor to electron loss in the outer radiation belts not only near 220 keV, but for energies up to ∼1 MeV. These loss timescales compare favorably to previous estimates by Lorentzen, Looper, et al. (2001) and O'Brien et al. (2004) who used SAMPEX observations of >1 MeV microbursts applied to an extended source of 6 h MLT.
Summary
Simultaneous Van Allen Probes chorus and FIREBIRD microburst observations on a magnetic flux tube with equatorial diameter less than the size of a chorus wave packet show that microbursts are directly linked to chorus. During the brief conjunction, chorus amplitudes and microburst flux show similar cadence and duration. The microbursts appear across the entire FIREBIRD energy range of 220-985 keV, and few have any noticeable dispersion, indicating that the electrons are strongly scattered into the loss cone by a nonlinear process. Analysis of in situ chorus properties indicates that this scattering likely occurs at off-equatorial latitudes of 20-30 ∘ by first-order cyclotron resonance. These results provide the strongest evidence yet that lower band chorus causes a continuum of microbursts from subrelativistic to relativistic energies. Loss rate calculations indicate that the observed time-averaged microburst flux is sufficient for the microbursts to be a major source of energetic radiation belt electron loss.
